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If you would like to remix this track, please reach out to me directly
for 24-bit dry vocal stems: donnieozone@gmail.com 


Lyrics, vocals, sample arrangement & mixing by Donnie Ozone
Mastered by LANDR
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RAP STYLE 3:27


This is my rap style - simple, homespun.
It grows like a weed in a field full of sun.


I like to free-write so my notebooks weigh a ton.
I work into the night but the job is never done,


like working for others instead of myself,
for the 401-K and insurance for my health.
I want to retire, leave the rat race behind,


’cause all I wanna do is just bust another rhyme
in my rap style.


I work myself to death, so I sit to meditate
and take another deep breath, a twenty-minute rest.


Now who do I thank upstairs in my prayers, 
’cause I went from a trailer park to Prince of Belle Air?
I meant, Prince of Bay Ridge, ’cause that’s where I live.


If you want to find me, find the Verrazzano Bridge.
You can see it from a skyscraper clear from Manhattan.


I walk right underneath it on the weekend when I’m rapping
in my rap style.







I’m always rap styling, that’s why I’m smiling,
blowing off steam on this pressure-cooker island.


Pick up the Bic and let the ink flow out,
then I start to recite, it’s been what I’m all about,
ever since a teenager, and probably always will,


until I’m lying in a hospital death-bed ill.
First I’ll pop a pill. Then I’ll write my will.


Then pop one last wheelie with my wheelchair wheels 
and bust my rap style.
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PHOTOGRAPHY CREDITS


“Adidas” used courtesy of aesthetics of crisis
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Hey Donnie… this is such a dope joint!
Something that’s bound to become a fan favorite.


Thank you!


- Mike Gregoire, blocSonic
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